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Abstract. Although, historically, fault tolerance is connected to safety-critical systems, there has been an increasing interest in fault tolerance in mainstream application such as the cloud. There is a need for formal specification and verification of industrial fault-tolerant designs, since they integrate, in a non-trivial way, the ideas from distributed algorithms, whose correctness is usually based on very subtle mathematical arguments. More and more fault-tolerant designs are formally specified in TLA⁺. Based on our experience in model checking of fault-tolerant distributed algorithms, we propose a research agenda towards model checking of fault-tolerant designs in TLA⁺.

1 Introduction

As many modern applications are running in the cloud, the user requests are processed by tens of thousands of commodity computers in data centers operated by, e.g., Amazon, Google, and Facebook. When such a large number of computers is involved, faults become a norm rather than an exception [31]. As demonstrated by the recent outage of the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2), which brought down about 70 sites [1], an unlucky sequence of faults and software bugs can make a data center unavailable. To make systems more reliable, we have to deal with two kinds of undesired phenomena: faults and bugs.

By a fault we understand a situation that is not controllable by a system designer, e.g., a computer crash or reboot, disk corruption, network disconnect, or power outage. A bug is a manifestation of an incorrect protocol design or software implementation, e.g., too small timeout, race condition, deadlock, buffer overflow, or memory leak. Historically, faults are dealt with by fault-tolerant distributed algorithms, which are mainly designed for safety-critical systems [21], e.g., plant or vehicle control systems. As the mentioned examples suggest, more and more mainstream IT applications adopt fault-tolerance for economic reasons.

The existing methods to show the correctness — i.e., freedom of bugs — of fault-tolerant systems require deep mathematical background and are labor-intensive, e.g., paper-and-pencil proofs or computer-assisted proofs. In mainstream applications, the implementations and designs change at much shorter
intervals than the ones in safety-critical systems. Hence, the labor-intensive verification methods are of limited use. For these new applications of fault tolerance, we need domain-specific verification methods having a high automation degree.

The de-facto approach to implement fault-tolerant systems is to take a fault-tolerant distributed algorithm from the literature and try to implement its algorithmic idea faithfully. Transferring a distributed algorithm, which is typically given in pseudo code, to a running system can be ambiguous and ad-hoc. The Paxos [23] approach to replicated state machines has been transferred into implementations such as PBFT [7], Chubby [8], Zyzzyva [22], ZAB [18], EPaxos [30], RAFT [33]. As admitted by the specialists who did such implementations, “Converting the algorithm into a practical, production-ready system involved implementing many features and optimizations — some published in the literature and some not.” [8]. Even if a fault-tolerant distributed algorithm has been shown to be correct in theory, due to this ad-hoc approach, the correctness of the theoretical algorithm does not imply the correctness of the implementation. For instance, the developers of Apache ZooKeeper introduced conceptual bugs to the ZAB protocol while “optimizing” it [27].

Specification frameworks. Anticipating these problems, Lamport introduced TLA in the 80ies (and later TLA+). Its precise semantics replaces the pseudo code that is predominant in distributed algorithm literature. TLA+ by Leslie Lamport [24] and I/O Automata (IOA) by Nancy Lynch [26] are specification and refinement frameworks that are intended to span the design and implementation process. Both were devised when automated verification was out of reach, and were thus designed with manual proofs in mind. Still, industry is starting to adopt these frameworks: TLA+ was used at Intel [5] and Amazon [32], and IOA was used at Oracle [25]. Researchers are using TLA+ and IOA to document fault-tolerant protocols: PBFT [7] is specified in IOA, and DiskPaxos [13], EPaxos [30], and RAFT [33] are specified in TLA+.

Both IOA and TLA+ offer basic tool support for verification: The Tempo toolset [2] for IOA interfaces with the proof assistant PVS [34] and the model checker UPPAAL [6], whereas the TLA+ Toolbox [24] offers the proof assistant TLAPS and the model checker TLC [36]. While development of the Tempo toolset seems to be frozen, there is a constant improvement of TLA+. The only existing tool for automatic verification, the TLC model checker, is used to check simplified and finite-state designs [32]: one has to fix the number of components in a system (to a typically very small number), one has to fix the domain of variables, etc. The core algorithm of TLC uses explicit state enumeration.

Our goal is the development of state-of-the-art model checking tools for TLA+. Due to rising industrial interest in TLA+, e.g., [32], and the availability of advanced model checking techniques, we believe in the timeliness of the effort.

2 Challenges

From a very high-level perspective, we face the following challenges, when designing a model checker for fault-tolerant designs in TLA+:
– **Rich language.** Specifications in TLA\(^+\) are considerably more expressive than standard software: TLA\(^+\) is untyped, it allows quantification over sets, comparison of cardinalities, and comparison and updates of the states of concurrent components.

– **Parameterized systems.** TLA\(^+\) specifications should be checked for an unknown number of components (to verify systems of practical scale, such as in the cloud).

– **Verification beyond toy examples.** The practical examples include RAFT [33], DiskPaxos [13], EPaxos [20], ZAB [18], GFS, Niobe, Chain [14]. The TLA\(^+\) specifications of RAFT, DiskPaxos, and EPaxos are available on the Web.

Due to the expressiveness of TLA\(^+\) and parameterization of the realistic TLA\(^+\) specifications, most of verification problems are undecidable. Model checking research, including our own work [17][19][20], shows that abstraction is a pragmatic approach to tackle practical instances of undecidable problems. To circumvent undecidability, abstraction exploits domain knowledge and features of the problem instances, e.g., counter abstraction [35][17] uses symmetry.

Our own research in the last years was a first step towards this agenda: we introduced new techniques for parameterized model checking of fault-tolerant distributed algorithms [17][19][20]. These techniques apply to algorithms that are parameterized in the number \(n\) of identical (symmetric) processes, among which at most \(t\) processes are faulty, and whose process code contains threshold guards like “if received (ping) from at least \(n-t\) distinct processes”. Testing whether the number of messages is above the threshold \(n - t\) is an algorithmic pattern, which is omnipresent in the literature. For example, in [20] we verified subtle fault-tolerant algorithms that exclusively use this pattern: asynchronous reliable broadcast and Byzantine agreement, non-blocking atomic commit, condition-based consensus, one-step consensus.

Industrial TLA\(^+\) designs are instantiations of many algorithmic patterns from distributed algorithms (e.g., threshold guards, leader election, heartbeats). We suggest to exploit such patterns to automatically build abstractions of TLA\(^+\) code and thus make the verification problem amenable for model checking. Similar to the collection of driver API rules in SLAM [3], we propose to collect TLA\(^+\) patterns from the published TLA\(^+\) code of fault-tolerant designs:

**Challenge 1: Establishing the common repository of TLA\(^+\) patterns.**

Predicate abstraction [15], CEGAR [10], SLAM [33], and BLAST [16], have dramatically changed the landscape of software verification. We aim at transferring these techniques to the TLA\(^+\) domain. The key challenge is to construct the predicate abstraction of a system step encoded in TLA\(^+\). Software model checkers use logic decision procedures to do this for program statements. In general, to construct predicate abstraction, we need decision procedures for TLA\(^+\) [28][29].

More specifically, to verify fault-tolerant designs in TLA\(^+\), we need decision procedures for message sets, threshold guards, faults, resilience conditions, etc. [17][11]:

**Challenge 2: Adjusting predicate abstraction for TLA\(^+\) specifications.**
Fault-tolerant distributed algorithms and fault-tolerant designs are parameterized in multiple dimensions, for instance: in the number of correct processes, in the number of faulty processes, in the number of input values in consensus, or in the set of potential ballots in Paxos. In [17], we manually combined (and generalized) data abstraction and counter abstraction to deal with message counters, process counters, and resilience conditions. Unfortunately, there is no single parameterized verification technique that fits all features of TLA\textsuperscript{+} designs. For instance, the fault-tolerant algorithm from [9] requires us to reason both about rotating coordinators and message counting. While our work [17] deals with message counting, and the work on token rings deals with round-robin scheduling [12], there is no obvious way to compose these two techniques.

In order to verify the properties of practical fault-tolerant designs, one has to decompose the parameterized verification problem into several subproblems to be addressed with dedicated parameterized model checking techniques:

**Challenge 3: Compositional methods to integrate the spectrum of parameterized model checking techniques.**
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